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JAX SVVAMMERDAM

1637-1680
Swammerdam was bom in 1637 in Amsterdam, the son of an apothecaiy. His father possessed a collection of curiosities containing minerals, plants and animals. Young Swammerdam helped his father to
take care of this collection. In 1661 Swammerdam matriculated at
tiie University of Leiden to study medicine, contraiy to the desire of
his father who wished him to study theology. In Leiden he studied
with Johannes van Home and Franciscus dele Boe, Sylvius. His fellow students, among whom Frederik Ruysch, Reinier de Graaf, and
Niels Stensen, were already impressed by Swammerdam's own collection of insects.
In 1663 Swammerdam went to France, to study under Tanaquil
Faber at the Protestant university of Saumur. A year later he attended the scientific academy of Melchisedec Thevenot in Paris, to
carry out experiments and to study Cartesian theories. After his return to the Dutch Republic hi 1665, Swammerdam became a member of the 'Collegium privatum Amstelodamense', a group of physicians who performed dissections and published their researches. In
1666-1667 Swammerdam agahi studied at Leiden, performing dissections of insects and working together with Van Home on the
anatomy of the uterus. In this research, Swammerdam used sophisticated wax injection techniques and single-lens microscopes made by
Johannes Hudde. Because of a priority conflict with De Graaf, the
results of this work, Miraadum naturae, were not published until 1672.
In 1667 Swammerdam received his MD under Van Home on a
dissertation on the mechanism of respiration [De respiratione usuque
pulmonum).

After obtaining his doctorate, Swammerdam concentrated mainly
on the study of insects, although he suffered from bad health and
regular bouts of depression. These were apparently caused by the
continuing pressure from his father to earn a living and by continuous religious doubts. In 1669 he published his Historic insectorum generalis ofte Algemeene verhandeling van de hloe.deloose dierkens, a study of insects

based upon his collections and observations in France and around
Amsterdam. The puipose of Swammerdam's work on insects and
other lower animals was to refute the Aristotelian idea that these
were imperfect animals, by systematically contradicting the Aristotelian arguments that they lacked internal anatomy, originated by
• • • ^
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spontaneous generation, and developed through an abrupt metamorphosis. The Historia dealt only with the problem of metamoiphosis.
According to the nature of their transformation, Swammerdam divided the insects in four separate groups. In 1675 he published his
work on the mayfly, Eplwmeri vita of cfbeeldingh van 's Mensclien Leven,
which was interspersed with religious poetry and hymns to the Creator. By this time, because of a religious crisis, he had already fallen
under the spell of Antoinette Bourigiion, a French mystic who had a
group of followers in the Netherlands. She permitted Swammerdam
to publish his study because of its religious content. Later Swammerdam took up his biological studies again, albeit embedded in
devotional purposes. In the late seventies his health woi-sened. He
died in 1680 in Amsterdam.
Swammerdam left a large collection of manuscripts containing
drawings of anatomical dissections of all kinds of lower animals and
accompanying explanations. Through the care of Herman Boerhaave, these were pubhshed posthumously, hi 1737-1738, as Bybel der
Natuure, with text in Latin and Dutch on facing pages. It was translated into German in 1752 and English in 1758.

Primary works
Bibliography of primary works, secondary sources, and archival material in Schierbeek, Swammerdam (1946) 228-234 (see below); J.
Swammerdam, Tractatus ... de respiratione usuque pulmonum, in: Opusada
selecta Neerlandicorum de arte medica, vol. 6 (Amsterdam: Nederlandsch
Tijdschrift voor Geneeskunde, 1927) 46-181, with Dutch trans.; F.J.
Cole, ed. and introd., Observationes anatomicae selectiores collegii privat:
Amstelodamensium 1667-1673 (Reading: University of Reading, 1938);
G.A. Lindeboom, ed.. The letters of Jan Swammerdam to Alelchisedec
Tlievenot, with an Enghsh trans, and introd. (Amsterdam: Swets and
Zeitiinger, 1975); Bybel der Natuure (Utrecht: De Banier, 1980; facsimile with introd. by G.A. Lindeboom).
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Secondary sources

A. Romein, 'Jan Swammerdam, 1637-1680. Martelaar der
wetenschap', in: J. and A. Romein, Erflaters van onze beschaving, vol. 3
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(Amsterdam: Querido, 1939; several later editions) 7-34; H.A. ten
Bruggencate, 'Johannes Swammerdam's speculatien over het haft of
oever-aas', Nieiac Tlieologisch Tijdschrift 32 (1943) 131-143; A.
Schierbeek, Jaw Swammerdam (12 Februari 1637 - 17 Febmari 1680). ^n
leven. en zijn werken (Lochem: De Tijdstroom, 1946); H. Engel,
'Records on Jan Swammerdam in the Amsterdam Archives',
Centaurus 1 (1950) 143-155; A. Schierbeek, Jrt« Sivammerdam, 12 February 1637 - 17 February 1680: His Ife and works (Amsterdam: Swets and
Zeidhiger, 1967); L. Belloni, 'Swammerdams Zeichnungen des
Seidenspinners, die Malpighi 1675 durcli vermittlung Stensens
erhielt', in: G. Scherz, ed.. Stem and brain research in the seventeenth centuty
(Oxford and London: Pergamon Press, 1968) 171-180; B.P.M.
Schulte, 'Swammerdam and Steno', in: ibid., 35-41; B. Dumortier,
'Swammerdam, precurseur de la decouverte des glandes retrocerebrales de I'insecte. Essai histoiique sur les premieres descriptions
des Corpora cardiaca et allata', Annales de la Societe entomologique de
France (Paris, 1969); P.J. Bowler, 'Preformation and pre-existence in
the 17th centuiy: A brief analysis', Journal of tlw History of Biology 4
(1971) 221-244; G.A. Lindeboom, 'Antoinette Bouiignon's first letter
to Jan Swammerdam', > / m 61 (1974) 183-199; R.P.W. Visser, 'Jan
Swammerdam (1637-1680)', in: A.J. Kox and M. Chamalaun, eds,
Van Stevin tot Lorentz- Portretten van Nederlandse natuurwetenscliappers (Amsterdam: Intermediair, 1980) 47-57; G.A. Lindeboom, Ontmoeting met
Jan Swammerdam (Kampeii: J.H. Kok, 1980) [on Swammerdam's
mystical writings]; G.A. Lindeboom, ed. and introd., Het cabinet van
Jan Swammerdam (1637-1680) (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1980); R.P.W.
Visser, 'Theorie en praktijk van Swammerdams wetenschappelijke
methode in zijn entomologie', TCGMXT A (1981) 63-73; M. Fournier, 'Jan Swammerdam en de 17e-eeuwse microscopic',
TGGNli'Ti
(1981) 74-86; G.A. Lindeboom, 'Jan Swammerdam als microscopist',
rGGAT4'T4 (1981) 87-110; J.E.M.H. van Bronswijk, 'Two fellow
students of fleas, hce and mites: Antoiii van Leeuwenhoek and Jan
Swammerdam', in: L.C. Palm and H.A.M. Snelders, eds, Antoni van
Leeuwenhoek 1632-1723. Studies on tlie Life and Work of tlw Delft Scientist
Commemorating the 350th Anniversary^ of his Birthday (Amsterdam: Rodopi,
1982) 109-127; G.A. Lindeboom, 'Jan Swammerdam and his Biblia
naturae', Clio Medica 17 (1982) 113-131; E.G. Ruestow, 'Piety and the
defense of natural order: Swammerdam on generation', in: M.J.
Osier and P.L. Farber, eds, Religion, science, and ivorldview: Essays in
honor of Richard S. Wesfall (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
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1985) 217-241; A. Faller, 'Was erfahren wir fiber Jan Swammerdam
(1637-1680) aus dem Briefwechsel Niels Stensens', Gesnerus 43 (1986)
241-247; Anne Baumer, 'Zum Verhaltnis von Religion und Zoologie
im 17. Jahrhundert (William Han-ey, Natiianiel Highmore, Jan
Swammerdam)', Berichte zur Wissenschciftsgeschichte 10 (1987) 69-81; M.
Foumier, 'The book of nature: Jan Swammerdam's microscopical
investigations', Tractrix 2 (1990) 1-24; M. de Baar, 'Jan Swammerdam
in de ban van Antoinette Bourigiion', Tijdschrft voor Vrouwenstudies 16
(1995) 316-333; C. Wilson, The invisible world: Early modern philosophy
and the invention of the microscope (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1995); M. Foumier, The fabric of Ife. Tlie rise and decline of seventeentlicentury microscopy (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996);
E.G. Ruestow, The microscope in tlie Dutch Republic: Tlie shaping of discovery
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996); H.J. Cook, 'Natural
history and 17th-ceiitury Dutch and English medicine', in: H.
Maiiand and M. Felling, eds, Tlw task oflwaling (Rotterdam: Erasmus
Publishing, 1996) 253-270.
DMB, 1923-1927; M.P. Winsor, in: DSB, vol. 13, 168-175; G. van
Leeuwen, in: NNBW, vol. 10, 995-998.
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